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Abstract

In this article a 12 bit 250MSamples/s
Nyquist-type current steering Digital to Ana
log Convertor (DAC) is designed to investi
gate several problems that occur in a real im
plementation. In general the design of a high
speed, high accuracy DAC is very difficult due
to several physical problems that occur during
the design. Hence, the aim of this work is to
highlight several limitations and give a quan
titative feeling of their importance.

The problems that are discussed are com
mon to a wide range of architectures and spec
ifications but here these have been investi
gated using the previously mentioned DAC
architecture. Two major obstacles are high
lighted, namely the output impedance varia
tions in the output node of the DAC and the
switching and timing errors.

1 Introdllction

Because of the growth of telecommunications and
consumer products e.g. Cellular phones (GSM) and
HDTV the demand for high performance Digital to
Analog Converters (DAC) is bigger then ever. The
CMOS current steering DAC is a widely used solution
because of its speed and cost effectiveness to drive di
rectly an output load without buffering. However,
because of the higher speeds and increasing num-
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ber of bits that are asked more and more physical
problems have to be dealt with. It is widely known
that the static accuracy of a DAC of this type can be
solved using calibration [1] or passive element match
ing techniques [2]. The calibration technique uses a
feedback loop to regulated the current sources. Pas
sive matching means that the size of the current
source is made so big that any errors can be ne
glected. In this article an investigation will be per
formed on the dynamic issues and distortion. The
dynamic performance of these DACs on higher fre
quencies (tens of MHz and above) is still an open
issue. The aim is to shed some light on those dy
namic limitations under this framework. Identified
as important limits for high accuracy in high fre
quencies are the impedance variations on the output
node of the DAC and the switching and timing behav
ior of all the clocked elements that are supposed to
switch on/off simultaneously. The impedance varia
tions have a twofold effect; one on the static accuracy
of the DAC and two a data dependency of the size of
the glitches. In the switching and timing behaviour
a lot of errors can be pointed out that need to be
investigated. Most of these errors are glitches due to:

• a too large differential voltage of the steering sig
nals of the output cells.

• the non linear properties of the switching tran
sistors.

• the voltage swing of the output node, which
causes a voltage swing on the common node of



the output cells and this will cause data depen
dent glitches.

• overshoot of the output current due to e.g. the
shape of the steering signal or the earlier men
tioned nonlinear properties of the transistors.

• timing problems of the latches.

• the asymmetry of the current switching on and
the one switching off.

there are also the errors that can not be seen as
glitches but that do distort the signal. One of theses
errors is the settling time of the output signal. If the
sample time is smaller then the settling time then
this will give different output values. The settling
time will become worse with larger parasitic capaci
tances.

2 DAC architecture

In the design of DACs a lot of architectures can be
used based on the needs of sample rate, analog band
width, etc. Each of these architectures has its ad
vantages and disadvantages. Some of the problems,
however, are very similar. The choice of architecture
here is a 12 bit Current Steering Type DAC using
segmentation [1] on the 6 most significant bits. Seg
mentation means that the total number of bits of the
DAC is devided in a part that stays binary and a part
that will be decoded into thermometer code. The de
cision for this 6-6 segmentation has been taken based
on several specifications also given by [3] and [4]. An
explanation will be presented soon.

In fig. 1 the DAC block diagram is shown. Observ
ing from left to right; the first block that is found is
the input buffer. It buffers the input stream of data
and synchronizes them prior to the decoding, which
is the next step.

The binary to thermometer decoder maps the bi
nary input code of the 6 most significant bits into
a thermometer code. After the decoder latches are
placed to synchronize the signals before the conver
sion. This has to be done because the signal that goes
through a decoder will be delayed more than the sig
nal that does not. Also differences of the length of the
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interconnection wires on the digital part may cause
different delays. Behind the latches again buffers are
found. These might be integrated with the latches or
implemented as an extra building block however this
depends on the latches used. The prime purpose of
the buffer is to filter glitches (e.g. because of clock
feedtrough) that come from the latch, second to sup
ply signals that allow proper switching of the current
output cells so that glitches are avoided. The design
of a low glitch, high speed latch and/or buffer is one
of the most crucial problems of the design.

The next building block is the pool of sources
which contains all the current sources. For an N
bit DAC 2N - 1 sources are needed, each one sup
plying a current equal to the current of the Least
Significant Bit (LSB) source. This LSB value is de
termined by the full scale current and the number of
bits (I/ullscale/(2 N - 1)).

As stated previously, an important factor that de
termines the overall behavior of the DAC is the seg
mentation into thermometer and binary parts. In lit
erature (e.g. [3]) there are three major aspects that
are related to segmentation; binary glitch behavior,
Differential Non Linearity (DNL) errors and total cir
cuit area.

When the input of a DAC is attached to a steadily
increasing counter, a sampled ramp will appear at
the output of the DAC. Because the switching of the
output cells is never exactly simultaneous, glitches
will occur in the output signal. The difference be
tween glitches in a thermometer weighted and a bi
nary weighted DAC can be seen in figure 2. The ther
mometer weighted will cause a glitch at a transition
which is proportional to the step that is made. From
input code 7 (001111111) to 8 (011111111) there is
only one output cell that gives an extra current to the
output. For the binary weighted DAC the transition
is much larger. From 7 (00111) to 8 (01000), the 3
LSB cells are switched off and the 4th cell will switch
on. If this switching is not done simultaneously then
during switching the output might be any combina
tion between 00000 and 01111. For example, if bits
1, 2 and 3 switch off slower then bit 4 switches on,
then the output will shortly be 01111. This is what
can be seen as a glitch in the output. When the DAC
has more bits that are in thermometer code then the
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Figure 1: The flash-architecture used for a 6-6 segmented 12bit DAC

Figure 2: glitches at transitions

Gaussian deviation a. Now to analyze this problem
and to see how the DNL relates to this a a full binary
coded DAC will be assumed. With eq. 1 and based
on [1] the variance of DNL of the input code Dm can
be written as:

5 6 7 8 9 lI3--tt-----
InputCoo&

Full binary

I 21 2 3 4 5 6 ] 89m 11
Inputcoollt

binary glitches decrease. This is because the ther
mometer part only switches the extra or surplus out
put cells where the binary part might have to switch
more cells [3]. If only the binary glitch was of concern
a full thermometer code would be selected. However
the total digital area and interconnection wires will
double with every bit that goes to the thermometer
coded side of the DAC.

The erroneous signals that are injected from the
supply and the substrate have not been investigated.
Of course these may not be neglected but they go
beyond the scope of this article.

The DNL is also influenced by the choice of the
segmentation. DNL is the Differential Non Linearity,
given by (1). Which is the worst case deviation from
an ideal one LSB step between two subsequent output
codes.

DNL(Dm) = I(Dm) - I(Dm-d - hSB (1)

D m and D m - 1 are subsequent digital input codes,
I(Dm) and I(Dm-d are their respective output cur
rents. On all current sources mismatches will occur.
These mismatches are uncorrelated and will have a

N-l

ailNL(Dm),bin = L Ibk - ckl a~ (2)
k=O

a~ = 2k
(72

bk and Ck are the values of the k th bit in the input
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(4)

k=O

N-p-l
~ - ~ 2k~2 + 2N-p~2 =
VDNL(D~)max,segm - L..J v v

100%
ajul/(12) ~ 3.64 = 0.5%

In fig. 4 a plot has been made of eq. 4 for a 12 bit
DAC. Here it can clearly be seen that the higher the
segmentation the lower the demand for DNL.

If a 3a limit is needed to assure that the DNL stays
smaller than 1 LSB then the difference of a of a full
(12 bit) and a segmented (6-6 bit) architecture can
be seen as:

N-p-l 2P -2

a~NL(D=),segm= L Ibk - ckl a% + L lSI - tIl a;
k=O 1=0

(3)
With bk and Ck respectively SI and tl are the values

of the k th bit and Ith segment in the adjacent code
words D m and D m - 1 respectively. And a% and a;
are the variance of the k th bit and Ith segment.

The largest current that has to be switched in the
segmented DAC, as a result of a 1 LSB increase of the
input code, is just one segmented current. Therefore,
the maximum standard deviation can be derived from
(3) as:

100%
a.egmented(6-6) ~ 3.11.3 = 2.9%

0.5% is very small and can only be achieved by
using very large transistors (order of 100pm2/LSB
current source) that would make the actual chip too
big. 2.9% is achievable with smaller transistors. The
values for other p are plotted in fig. 4. On the left
the variance of DNL is plotted expressed in a of the

"fl ~t~ 't.,~_r ~~...~ ~1 Wf) *.
Z"t '¥.f" ~:;"t V,J :?'.# »H )':%, )t4.

input code

N-l

aDNL(D~)max,bin= L 2k a2 = V2 N - 1 . a
k=O

Figure 3: Standard deviation of DNL for a 12 bit full
binary (bottom) and a segmented 6-6 bit (top) DAC
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Now a segmented architecture is assumed, and a
similar calculation can be done [1]. If from the N

is at half scale, where all the LSBs are switched off
and the MSB switched on. Therefore, the maximum
standard deviation can be derived from (2) as:
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codes D m and D m - 1 respectively. In fig. 3 the stan- bits available, the p Most Significant Bits (MSB) are
dard deviation of DNL has been plotted for a 12 bit decoded into thermometer code, then N-p bits would
converter, both for a full binary as well as for a 6- remain to drive the binary weighted current sources.
6 segmented. The maximum step of the full binary For the thermometer part there will be 2P - 1 output

cells that each sink a current of 2N - p • II.b. The
statistic variable DNL and its variance a}JNL(D~) of
a segmented DAC are derived in the same way.
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Figure 4: Standard deviation of DNL for all segmenta
tions from full binary to full thermometer
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mometer and binary case, but only when the current
sources of the binary part are built up with unary
weighted sources. This is true because where the er
rors occur is unknown but the deviation of the current
is maximal when every current source is on. In fig. 1
the binary current sources have been drawn as one
source with its respective current. For accuracy and
for the INL physically this should be built up with
2k unary weighted current sources (k for the kth bit).
This means that for INL~ ~LSB the maximum devi
ation has to be within ~J4096(J (see also [3]). With
the relation for the area AINL = 1024· A unit which
can be seen as a horizontal line in fig. 5. The size
of the current source, for INL demands, has to be at
least this big. This can also be seen by the arrows in
fig. 5. 1 The analog area quadruples for every extra
bit of accuracy, so for INL~lLSB the area is a factor
4 more relaxed.

current source. On the right the required variance of
the current sources is plotted.

Another aspect concerning the choice of segmen
tation is the area. In [3) a calculation was made
and verified with simulations for the required area
vs the segmentation of the DAC. To make a simi
lar plot eq. (4) will be used. When p=l the DAC is
fully binary weighted, when p=12 fully thermometer
weighted. For p=12 the smallest (JDNL(Dm)maz = 1
is obtained. This will become the normalized area
Aunit . According to [2)

1
Area ~-(J2

This then means that the area for full binary is ap
proximately 4096 . Aunit . The values for p between
1 and 12 are plotted in fig. 4, with the values a plot
can be made for the required area for DNL demands.
In fig. 5 this is approximated by a straight line, and
the area of a current source has to be above this line.
This can be seen by the arrows in fig. 5.

Integral Non Linearity (INL) is the error that the
output has for a given input code. If the error of one
LSB current source has a standard deviation (J then
the maximum deviation from the average will occur
when all current sources are on. This will give a to
tal deviation of J 4096(J. This is equal for both ther-
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If the number of thermometer coded bits increases
then the area of the digital part per output cell will
increase as well. This area can not be calculated with
certainty and therefore it is given as a line that can
be shifted (fig. 5).

When looking at fig. 5 it can be seen that on the
left side the DNL requirement is largest, further to
the segmented side the INL becomes more important
and finally the area that is required extra for decod
ing purposes becomes important. If minimal area is
required then a segmentation should be selected on
the horizontal part of the grey line. According to [3]
the optimum point is there where the circle is because
at a higher segmentation the binary glitches are less.
However, as will be shown and has already been high
lighted by [4) there are several more dominant errors
such as timing or impedance. Since these errors are
far worse and become even worse for higher segmen
tation, it is advisable to avoid the large thermometer
coded blocks. The DAC discussed here, a 6-6, is at
50% indicated with a cross in fig. 5.

llf this is correct for both binary and thermometer codes is
not clear yet and should be verified
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segmentation. The circle is the optimum according to [3],
the X is the 50% that is used here.

3 Output cells

The current steering DAC uses current sources in the
output cells. These should supply stable and propor
tionally weighted currents. Differences in currents
will cause distortion in the output signal. The cur
rent source is made with a MOSFET and its current
is steered by using a differential switch (see fig. 6).

"Common Node

Figure 6: Basic current output cell.
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3.1 Size of the current source

During the production process several differences
may occur. The differences can be found in the size
and different Vt (e.g. a gradient in the oxide thick
ness). Because of that, mismatches will occur in the
FETs. This is a big problem in the FETs that func
tion as current sources because the current of one
source may differ from another source. One way
to minimize these effects is to use passive matching
techniques (see [2]), increasing the size of transistors
makes sizing errors negligible. If I rm• and a I are the
current and the standard deviation of it, then based
on the matching formula of [2] we find:

2a1 _ A~ 4Ar,.
T;m. - W L + B(3 + (Vg• - Vt)2W L (5)

Here A(3, Av. and B(3 are process parameters. Be
cause of the limited accuracy of the components, the
output, for a given input code, will be different from
the ideal output value. The size of this difference de
termines the linearity of the DAC. INL is the limiting
demand as was seen in the previous section. For good
linearity INL should not be larger than ~LSB. With a
Monte-Carlo simulation an estimate can be made for
0-] so that yield ~99% of all the INL:$~LSB. If the
found a1 and the current, that is determined by the
full scale current and the number of bits, are placed
in eq. (5), then the area (W*L) can be calculated.

I = (3~ (V98 - Vt)2(1 + ,\Vd.) (6)

Another demand is that the current should be sup
plied by the current source. For a FET in saturation
the current can be calulated with eq. (6). From this
the ratio of W/L can be calculated in relation with
the gate-source voltage. Channel length modulation
,\ will be neglected for the moment. Now with both
the calculated W*L and W/L a plot can be made of
Wand L vs Vg8 - Vt.

3.2 Impedance of the current source

In the ideal case the output impedance of a current
source is infinite, however for a real transistor case it
is not. Because of this impedance the current that
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is flowing through the load resistance is larger than
expected. This would not be a problem but unfortu
nately the impedance is dependent on the output sig
nal. The more sources that sink current the more of
these impedances are switched in parallel. In order to
calculate how high the impedance at least should be,
for INL:S~LSB, we should take a look at fig. 8. Rimp
is the impedance of the LSB current source which we
shall assume to be purely resistive for the moment.
The current that goes through Rimp when x current
sources are switched on can be calculated as

Figure 7: Wand L vs Vg • - Vt for a 12-bit DAC in
CMOS18 technology. If. = 20mA

IRi~p (x) = Vdd
_ I(x) RL

Rimp(x) + RL Rimp(x) + RL

for Rimp » RL

Vdd RL
IRi~p(x) ~ R- () - I(x) R- () (7),mp x ,mp X

All current sources have their own impedance so
when an output cell is switched to the output, the
impedance of the current source will be in paral
lel with the impedances of other switched on output
cells. Because Rimp(X)~~ and I(x)~x it is clear to
see that the first part of eq. (7) is linear and will not
cause any distortion because it can be seen as an ex
tra current for every current source. The second part,

Figure 8: Replacement of x output cells to calculate the
required resistance for the static accuracy. One of the
switches is conducting due to a "high" voltage on D or tJ

7



3.2.1 Possible solutions

SFDRimp ~ 20logRratio - 6(N - 2) (8)

There are two ways to take care of the impedance
problem. One way is to increase the impedance of

In fig. 9 a cascode transistor is used to increase
the impedance. The current sources and cascodes
are weighted in respect of the LSBs, this means that
for the k th source 2k times the LSB current source
is placed in parallel. First the supply voltage (Vdd)
for the circuit has to be decided. With this in mind,
suitable Vga , Wand L have to be chosen from fig. 7.
In this case Vga = 850mV is chosen, which is about
the maximum that can be chosen to keep all tran-

Cascode

Figure 9: On the left: The sizes used for the transis
tors, k stands for the kin bit. On the right: Increased
impedance of the output cell using a cascode with its
parasitic capacitances.

M ,k=2k 7.5/33.8
M2k=2k 0.28/0.2
M,.;=5/0.2
M.5=1.96/0.2
M...3.2., =0.56/0.2
MoO=0.28/0.2

the current source. The other way is to decrease or
take away the resistance seen by the current sources
at their output. The last option does not only elim
inate the impedance problem but also decreases the
data dependent glitches due to a changing common
node voltage. How the glitches are reduced will be
seen later. There are several circuits to realize the
solutions just discussed. A few of these circuits are
discussed here. First the impedance will be increased
using a cascode transistor. Then a higher impedance
is obtained by using a boosted current source. The
last solution discussed is the folded output, which
does not increase the impedance of the output cells
but lowers the resistance the current sources see at
the output.

,
11 419M 14 26.8G
12 1.7G 15 107G
13 6.7G 16 430G

Table 1: Minimal resistance of Rimp,LSB with RL = 50n,
N =number of b""i~tsc-__--,

[Kj R imp LSB [K] Rimp LSB I

(
N) RL (2 N -l) 1

IR.~p ~ 2 - 1 Ilab R :::; -2Ilab
imp,LSB

Rimp,LSB > RL (2
N +1

- 2) (2
N

- 1)
Where Rimp,LSB is the impedance required for the
LSB current source. This impedance is only a static
requirement.

With Rratio = (~jf~Oi)h:. This was calculated with
the consideration that the second harmonic is the
dominant component. SFDR is the component in
the spectrum that is largest after the base frequency
of course this has to be within the Nyquist frequency
band.

In table 1, Rimp,LSB has been calculated for sev
eral values ofN. It can be seen that for N ~ 12 this is
almost unachievable. Hence static linearity is threat
ened. On top of that, distortion is caused because of
the modulation of the output impedance. With the
schematic in fig. 8, [5] made a calculation of the cur
rent that flows through Rimp' With a sine wave on
the input a Taylor series can be made of the output
signal. From that Taylor expansion the Spurious Free
Dynamic Range (SFDR) as a result of the impedance
can be calculated as:

however, is non-linear (~X2) and will cause distor
tion. When all the output cells are switched on, and
thus all impedances in parallel, then for IR.~p :::; tIlab
this is required:

8



Boosted current source

Figure 10: Impedance of a 64LSB12 output cell with
cascode and boosted current source for I = 313/lA and
Vdd = 2.5V

The output cell with the boosted current source (also
known as regulated cascode) (see fig. 11) is more or
less the same as the output cell with a cascode. The
difference is that there is a negative feedback loop in
it. The general idea of this feedback loop is to keep
the voltage Vdl on a constant level. If Vds and Vgsof
a transistor is constant then its current is constant
too. The feedback loop should be fast, and therefore

source the Vg of M2 and M s would have to increase,
but if that is not possible because there is no more
room in the given Vdd , then their sizes will have to
increase and that will cause an increase of C1 and Cs.
That is not good because these capacitances have a
very large influence on the switching behaviour of the
output cell. The influence of the gate-source capac
itances of the switches have not been taken into ac
count. These capacitances change with the changing
of the gate-source voltage which makes it even more
difficult to model them. In fig. 10 the AC-response
of such a cascoded current source can be found. The
impedance at DC is high enough for the error of the
current to stay within tLSB. If the found resistance
is entered in eq. (8) then SFDR~77.6 dB because of
this resistance.

as:
Rimp = 9m. Rds. Rds1 (9m. Rds. + 1)+

9m. Rds. (Rds. + Rds, ) + Rds. + Rds. + Rds 1

Rds of a FET in saturation is given by [6]

With these two equations it is possible to see what
needs to be changed to increase the impedance.
The size of the current source(M1) can not be
changed, the only transistors that can change are the
cascode(M2 ) and switches(Ms ). If L of a transistor
is increased, then>' decreases. By increasing W of a
transistor its 9m will increase, and with that the to
tal impedance of the output cell can increase. By in
creasing W, the parasitic capacitances also increase.

In fig. 9 a few of the most important parasitic ca
pacitances can be found. C2 belongs to transistor M1

and M2 but only has a less significant pole so is not
worth making smaller, by increasing ~s and decreas
ing its size. As a result ofincreasing Vgs of the current

sistors in saturation. This requires L = 33.8/lm and
W = 3.6/lm, however the f3 for the technology was
different at the time of selection and simulation and
therefore W = 7.5/lm. All transistors must be in
saturation and therefore Vgs - lit ~ Vds' In satura
tion the parasitic capacitances are smaller and the
impedance is higher than in the linear region. For
the case of the LSB output cell both the switches
and the cascode can be minimal in size. This assures
the fastest switching possible because the parasitic
capacitances are smallest. Now for the case of big
ger output cells the cascode and the switches have
to be multiplied so that the larger current can be
conducted without changing any voltages (i.e. the
common node voltage). Therefore the cascode and
the switches are chosen the same size.

In the segmented 6-6 DAC the biggest current
sources are 64·LSB12 . The minimal impedance re
quired for these sources is 1.7G11/64=26.6M11 (see
table 1).

Now the output cell can be optimized. The resis
tance that can be seen from the drain of a conducting
switch down to the current source can be calculated I

9



M,,=2' 7.5/33.8
M2I<=2' 0.28/0.2
M3=1/0.2
Me6=5/0.2
M.s=1.96/0.2
M..,3,2,' =0.56/0.2
M.o=0.28/0.2
Ib...=10~A

Figure 11: On the left: the sizes used for the transis
tors, k stands for the k tn bit. On the right: Increased
impedance, using a boosted current source with a few of
the most important parasitic capacitances.

that provides a virtual ground and that allows the
current from all the sources to be summed without
the voltage changing. This technique has been used
in [7]. The basic idea behind this technique is that
the operations of summing the current and convert
ing the current to a voltage through the external load
resistance are separated. However the difficulty with
this technique is that the linearity constraints and the
speed of the feedback mechanism that is introduced
must be sufficient for the analog bandwidth that is
required. This demand can be very large. This so
lution has been investigated with ideal components
this gives a very good feeling on the significance of
the problems caused by the current to voltage con
version on top of the output cells. The results of this
can be seen in the "system simulations" section

Resume

Ideally the switches that control the current of the
output should all switch simultaneously. However in
reality due to several physical reasons such as mis
matches in transistors and interconnection lines, dif
ferent loading of the driving buffers, etc., the switches
are not synchronized to each other. The timing errors
can cause significant distortion. But most important
is the nonlinearity of FETs. Because of this nonlin
earity the current of the side that is switching on is
not a mirrored image of the current of the side that
is switching off. The result of this asymmetry is a

The two output cells seen so far both have
impedances that are high enough for static perfor
mance. The advantage of the cascode over the regu
lated cascode is that the power consumption is lower
because no extra bias current is required. The limita
tion that both cells have is that the dynamic perfor
mance is not very good for higher frequencies. The
effects of this limitation can be seen very dearly in
the plot of output current (fig.12). When every out
put cell is switched off the transitions go very fast.
When a lot of them are switched on the transition
becomes slow.

small transistors with little parasitic capacitances are
needed. If the bias current, and the W of Ma are
increased then the total impedance increases as well.
For W=Ij.Lm and Ibias=10j.LA the impedance is about
lOGO (see fig. 10). However this result was obtained
using an ideal current source. With a transistor as
a current source the resistance will reduce to about
800Mw.

Transistor M 1 , in this schematic should be the
same as the one in the cascode version. To have all
transistors in saturation M 2 will not be to different
either. Vd of M 1 is known because to keep it in sat
uration Vd ~ Vgs - Vi. With Vd known hias must be
chosen so that with a Wand L for M a, Vgs of Ma is
equal to Vdl. Keeping in mind that a large hias is 4
extra power dissipation in the total circuit.

In fig. 11 a few of the most important parasitic
capacitances have been plotted. For the part that is
the same as the cascoded output cell the same things
can be said about the parasitic capacitances. Ca and
C4 are responsible for the most significant poles in the
circuit and should therefore be kept to a minimum.

Folding

One other solution would be to introduce a feedback
mechanism in the output node of the current cells

Switching/timing problems

10



Figure 13: Output current (out), common node voltage
(Von) and data (D) during a transition of an output cell.
The 4 sections are discussed in the text.
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Figure 12: An example of dynamic degeneration. On the
left: a step where almost all current sources are off. On
the right: a step where almost all the current sources are
on.

glitch and causes the current to overshoot.
The differential input voltage Vid that is required

to turn off one transistor in a differential pair can be
calculated as:

{IL
Vid = Y(jW

To be sure that one switch is completely shut the dif
ferential voltage must be slightly higher. When an
output cell is switching on, one switch closes and the
other will be opened. Because of the non-linearity of
FETs, this switching will cause a voltage change on
the common node (see fig. 6 and fig. 13). How big
this voltage change is depends on the input signals
of the switches. Why this happens can be seen from
the quasi-static behaviour in fig. 14. When the gate
of a FET goes linearly from a high to a low, or from
a low to a high state, it will do this over the curve on
the left, for a fixed voltage at the source. If now the
left switch goes from high to low and the right one
from low to high then they would both go over this
curve but in opposite directions. The current flowing
through both transistors together should be the cur
rent that the current source supplies (Ies). As can be
seen on the right plot the two currents together are
not equal to les, so in order to compensate for this
shortage the common node voltage (Ven ) will drop

so that the Vgs of both transistors is big enough to
conduct the current. If the capacitance C1 (fig. 9) is
too big, the voltage will not be able to change fast
enough and currents will flow to correct this problem,
resulting in glitches. This influences the dynamic be
haviour of the output cell.

In figure 13 three different data changes have been
plotted. The first has the same fall time as rise time.
The second has the same fall time as well but the
transition has been delayed to raise the crossing point
of both lines. The third has the same crossing point
as the second, but this is achieved by having a larger
fall time. The reason for raising the point of crossing
is to allow the transistor that is switching on to be
able to conduct more current at the time the other
one starts turning off. The result of this is that the
common node voltage will not change as much as it
would have before, as a result the influence of C1 is
less as well. Figure 13 is divided in four parts. In the
first part everything is stable, the second and third
part is where the switching takes place and the fourth
is the settling after the switching. In the next section
the rising and falling edges are discussed. These are
the rising and falling edges of the input signals with
their corresponding output currents. 1: Everything
is stable.

11
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Figure 15: The output current at several delayed falling
edges.

falling input signal. From simulations can be found
that an optimum of the crossing point of the input
signal lies approximately at

where Vi and Vh are the low and high input voltage
respectively. This crossing point achieves the small
est overshoot.

If this intuitive decision was the right one has not
been verified. From the system simulations has been
seen that a higher crossing point by a longer falling
time gives worse results. 2dB was lost when the fall
time was changed from lOOps to 300ps. The effect of
the delay of the falling edge has not yet been verified
on system level.

What was discussed about glitches so far is com
monly known by most DAC designers (e.g. [3] and
[9]), however there are other severe problems. If the
voltage over RL changes then Ven will change also be
cause of the channel length modulation>. (see fig. 16).
This makes it impossible to position the low-voltage
just below Ven + Vi. Earlier it was already stated
that by eliminating the resistance seen by the current
sources the impedance problem would be taken away.
Now it also becomes clear that it will decrease glitch
problems. The glitches occur because it takes some
time for the lower input signal to get high enough

(9)

Input signals
- T.-25ps
--- T.-SOps
....... T.~75ps

....... T.~l~

116M,;67" 1.• 5t''''''~~"

1>"'.1")

Vh - Vi
Veross,opt = Vi + J2

2: The falling edge: Both the currents of curve D 1

and curve D 2 start decreasing because their V gs de
creases.

The rising edge: these go down too, for all three
situations. Because of the parasitic capacitances from
the gate to the drain a charge will be fed trough as
long as the gate voltage is rising but is not higher
then Ven + Vi. The feed through coming from the
dataline will go through the load resistors in the op
posite direction. Once Vg is high enough the current
in the down direction will start to take over. To de
crease this" dip" of the current the gate's low-voltage
should be as close as possible to Ven +Vi, Ven of course
considered in a stable state. If it is too close then the
transistor will not completely switch off and an un
wanted current will flow through the wrong switch.
3: The falling edge: Ai currents continue decreasing.

The rising edge: All the currents start increas
ing. Here it can be clearly seen that the size of the
overshoot is determined by the height of the crossing
point over the common node voltage.
4: The falling edge: The currents are settling, but
the current of curve D3 lingers on because the gate
of that transistor has not reached its final value yet.

The rising edge: Curve D2 settles fastest, then
curve D3 and curve D 1 •

For the simulation the circuit of the cascoded output
cell was used.

Because the overshoots are smallest for the de
layed, falling edge this gives the idea that this is the
best result If this is true should be seen later with an
FFT of the output signal. Now the position of the
crossing point should be investigated. In fig. 15 the
transfer has been plotted for 4 different delays of the

Figure 14: On the left: Curve of a FET. On the right:
This is what would happen if Ven did not change. (quasi
static behaviour)
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cascode have been scaled. By limiting the causes of
the change of the common node voltage, the glitches
due to the data changes will be reduced.

It becomes clear that a low-ohmic input realized
e.g. by a folding circuit is indispensable in the battle
against switching problems. With the folder the com
mon node voltage is stabilized and therefore a better
differential voltage can be set. The cascode transis
tor should be as small as possible so that the common
node voltage can assure fast switching, as a result of
the small capacitance. The importance of the folding
mechanism on the switching behaviour will become
clear soon from the system level simulations.

Figure 16: An example of a changing common node volt-
age (T. = 4ns). 5 Latches

to make the transistor conduct. If the glitches are
linear with respect to the step there is no problem.
However, if Vcn is related to the input signal then so
will be the size of the glitches. This dependence of
the glitches to the input signal causes harmonic dis
tortion. With the RL = 50n the voltage on the drain
of the switch fluctuates because of the switching of
other output cells. The transistor has quite a large
>. and thus to conduct the current the Vg • changes
according to the digital input code. If the impedance
would be 0 then l!;,n would be stable and no longer
dependent on the input code of the DAC.

In fig. 16 a plot has been made of the Vcn of an
output cell. The input of the DAC was a 10MHz
sine wave, this periodicity can be seen in the plot.
The large dip in the signal of fig. 16 is caused by
the fact that the output cell itself switches from one
state to the other. The swing of 50mV is quite se
vere and will cause large differences in switching be
haviour of output cells. By decreasing, or eliminating
the impedance problem, part of the glitches will be
reduced as well. If there is a difference in the left
and right switch (i.e. a mismatch problem) then the
common node voltage will be different before and af
ter the transition as well. If the output cells are not
scaled multiples of the LSB output cell then Vcn is dif
ferent for every output cell. So it is better to scale the
switches too; so far only the current source and the

An important issue in the dynamic performance
degradation of a current steering DAC is the bad
synchronization of the signals that switch the output
cells. By adding latches in the architecture all the sig
nals will be sent to the buffers at the same time. The
buffers then will drive the output cells. In the previ
ous section we saw that the logic low level that con
trols the output cells, should be a voltage just above
the common node voltage. The differential voltage
was calculated as well. The crossing point was ap
proximated with simulations (eq. 9) and should be
placed around this value. Here two latches will be
presented and their strong and weak points will be
discussed. The first latch is a differential latch and
needs to be followed by a buffer, the second one has
these two functions incorporated.

5.1 Latch 1

This latch is a differential latch (see fig. 17) and is
built up out of a set of differential pairs. The transis
tors with the clock signals at their gates form the first
differential pair. When the clock is high then the left
branch will conduct the current, when low the current
goes to the right. On the left branch there is another
differential pair where the data signals are taken in.
On the right branch of the clock the third pair can
be found. This pair forms a latch and has a positive
feedback loop to hold the signal at the output.

13
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Figure 17: Differential latch built up out of differential
pairs Figure 18: Output signal of the differential latch

The principle of this latch is that when the clock
is low, the right branch will conduct the bias current
and nothing will happen because of the positive feed
back loop. If the clock becomes high then the left
branch takes over the current and the outer differen
tial pair will set the new output state. The input sig
nal will be inverted and placed on the output. When
the clock goes low again the feedback loop will start
conducting the bias current again and keep the out
put voltages as they were set by the high clock. The
output differential voltage can be chosen by adjusting
the resistor and the bias current. Of course all tran
sistors have to stay in saturation, therefore the range
of the output is limited. Because all the transistors
can be small this latch can reach sample speeds over
IGHz.

The crossing point of this latch is already above the
middle (see fig. 18). Another benefit is that the latch
and the accompanying buffer are differential. The
biggest problem of this latch is that the input signals,
clock and data, cause glitches on the output signal.
These ripples occur when the state of either of these
signals changes. Not only the parasitic capacitances
will feed a charge through to the output because of
the voltage change, but also the switching from one
branch to the other has its own switching problems
just like the output cells. The switching problems
become visible in the output as well. The glitches are
of such a size that a buffer is compulsory to filter them

out. Because it is built out of differential pairs there
is always the bias current that flows, which means
that always power is consumed.

5.2 Latch 2

Figure 19: Differential latch built up with inverters [9)

From [10]-[13] several good latches and drivers can
be found. By adding a feedback loop (the inverters
on the bottom of fig. 19) high speeds can be obtained.
This latch is based on inverters. The basic problem

14
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The decoder consists of a row and a column de
coder followed by 63 decoders, one for every output
cell (see fig. 21). Both the column- and the row de
coder will convert the binary input to a thermometer
code. The truth-table of the logic functions of both
decoders can be found in table 2. This truthtable can
be translated into Boolean expressions (see table 3).
In fig. 21 the blocks with the letters A through E
are circuits represented by the Boolean expressions
in table 4. Because the digital part of the DAC goes
beyond the scope of this article and because the de
coder has no direct influence on the output signal it
may be considered ideal for simulation purposes.

b,b,b,

Decoder

Figure 21: 6-bit binary to thermometer decoder
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Figure 20: Output of the latch for several values of Wp

with inverters is that the output states are either Vdd

or ground. The full swing of the control signal will
cause large glitches due to the charge injection. In [9]
it is stated that the supply voltages can be adjusted
to reduce the glitches. Unfortunately they can not be
reduced sufficiently to reach the differential voltage
required for the output cells: if the supply voltage is bID

too low the latch will not work anymore. The invert-
ers do not consume very much power because they bl1

only conduct current when switching. The function
ality of the latch is that when the clock goes high
the data is immediately inverted. The inverters, at
the bottom of fig. 19, make sure that the data sig-
nal is stabilized and clock feedthrough suppressed.
The upper inverters will also invert the signal. Both
feedback loops assure a fast transition and keep the
signal stable when the clock goes down. This latch, is
fully functional to clock speeds exceeding IGHz. By
scaling the gate width of the transistors in the upper
part, the rise and fall time can be altered. This en
ables that the crossing point can be set to any desired
position between the high and low voltage. In fig. 20
a few output signals are plotted to demonstrate the
possibilities of the crossing point. It can be seen that
not only the fall time can be changed but that also
the falling edge is slightly delayed. Before the current
starts rising first a very large dip can be seen. This is
the immediate result of the large differential voltage.
It was already clear that if a voltage is far below Vcn
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Figure 22: The total schematic for the DAC simulation. Top: The DAC followed by ideal Sample and Hold circuits
to eliminate glitches. Bottom: The same DAC only now with Current Controlled Current Sources (CCCS) in the
output to minimize the impedance and Vcn problems.
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Table 2: Truth-table of the row-{i) and column
decoder{j)

I input code ~ output code ]

bs b7 b6 j6 js j4 is i2 jl jo

bll blO bg i7 i6 is i4 is i2 il io

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 3: Boolean expressions for row- and column de-
coderr----------, ...,- -,I row column

io 1 jo b6 +b7+ bS

i l bg + blO + bll ji b7 + bs
i 2 blO + bll h b6 • b7 + bs
h bg • blO + bll h bs
i4 bll i4 (b6 + b7) . bs
is (bg + bIO) . bll is b7 . bs
i6 blO . bll j6 b6 • b7 . bs
i7 bg • blO . bll iT

Table 4: Boolean expressions for the decoders of every
output cell

I letter I expression
A in . Uk + in+1 )

B jk + in+1

C in' in+!
D in'ik
E in+!

7 System simulations

The specifications of the DAC are that it should op
erate at 250MSjs and that Vdd = 2.5volt. To see the
effect of the discussed problems individually, some
simulations have been made on the complete DAC.
In the simulations most of the components have to be
ideal so that only the circuits that cause the problems
can be examined. The parts of interest are the output
cells and therefore they are not ideal. In fig. 22 (top)
a schematic is plotted of the circuit that is simulated.
The output signals of the latches have the same rise
and fall time and the crossing point is consequently
in the middle.

Figure 23: Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the output
current of the DAC. The input signal was a full scale
sinewave with a frequency of lOMHz

The DAC is simulated and an FFT is made of the
output signal (see fig. 23). In fig. 25 the Spurious Free
Dynamic Range (SFDR) is plotted for several input
frequencies. Because the direct output of the DAC
contains the effects of all the problems together extra
measures need to be taken to see what the influence
of each individual problem is.

By passing the output signal through an ideal sam
ple and hold that takes a sample just before the DAC
changes its state, all the distortion caused by the
glitches is taken out. The only things that are still
noticeable in that signal are the problems caused by
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Now that the influence of the impedance problem
is known, the distortion due to glitches can be exam
ined. To isolate some of the switching problems and
the impedance problem an ideal Current Controlled
Current Source (CCCS) is placed in the place of the
load resistors, which is similar to an ideal folder (see
bottom part of fig. 22). The drains of the switches are
set to a constant voltage because of this. As a result
the common node voltage is constant too. So now the
impedance related problems and the data dependent
glitches caused by a variation of Vcn are removed.
The only things that are still there are the asym
metry of the currents during switching, the glitch
caused by the difference in switching on/off of the
MSBs and LSBs and possibly some DC non-linearity
errors. The SFDR results of these simulations can
also be found in fig. 25. It can clearly be seen that
the influence of the glitches due to the switching be
tween the MSBs and LSBs have minor importance
compared to the impedance and common node volt
age related glitches. The choice of the 6-6 segmenta
tion was good because the errors due to the MSB-LSB
problem are not very severe. If now the latches of the
thermometer part are divided in 8 groups, or more to

7s·r:-- r----_--'---'-~-- __-~-'--...,K:::::l

80

Figure 25: SFDR of the signals at the output of the
DAC, after the sample and hold and with the ideal CCCS.
F. = 250MHz, Wca.code = O.28Jlm

85

80

SFDR of the sampled and held signal is plotted for
several frequencies. Because of the difference between
these and the previous results it can immediately be
seen that the glitches cause a lot of distortion. The
SFDR is constant over all frequencies when the sam
ple and hold is used. This means that all the errors
are the same for all frequencies. The output current
gets time to settle and it can reach its DC value. The
SFDR as a result of the impedance was calculated to
be 77.6dB, from fig. 25 the SFDR=74.25dB. There
fore the distortion of the signal is actually caused by
the impedance. If for example the clock frequency of
the DAC is doubled then simulations show that the
settling time is too short and the distortion becomes
worse.

In the section about the impedance is written that
the impedance can be increased by increasing W of
the cascode transistor. When simulating the DAC
with a Wcascode of IJlm in stead of O.28Jlm, the SFDR
of the signal after the sample and hold has increased
5dB. The signal in front of the sample and hold has
only a IdB better SFDR because the glitches have
become worse.

Figure 24: FFT of the sampled and held output current
of the DAC. The input signal was a full scale sinewave
with a frequency of lOMHz

,
l-e~"

the resistance problem and differences in current due
to e.g. sizing problems. The FFT of one of these sam
pled outputs is plotted in fig. 24. In fig. 25 also the
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R.J. van de Plasche 'Integrated analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog converters', first edition
Academic Publishers, Boston, 1994

• Glitches caused by the bad timing of MSB-LSB
switching.

• Glitches caused by the asymmetry of the rising
and falling edge of the current.
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Additonal documentation

1 Matlab files

The files that were made for matlab. The text behind the % speaks for itself.

1.1 File 1

This file makes a Monte Carlo simulation to approximate a value for (J" so that
a yield can be chosen for which INL$ pNL

**********************************************

%n=number of bits
%checks=number of times to check

%step size
%range of sigma to be checked

%maximum deviation (pos and neg)
%compare with 0.5LSB

%compare
%count # ok circuits

clear all
n=10;
checks=100;
sigma...step=O.OOO1;
sigma=0.005:sigma...step:0.006;
for k=1:length(sigma)
for percentagetimes=l:l0
for j=l:checks %j is number of times to check
sources=random('Normal' ,O,sigma(k),1,2. 'n-l); %sigma,lrow,2 'n-l sources
ave=sum(sources) /length(sources)
for i=I:(2. 'n-l) %CODE VALUE, not bit Value
INL(ij)=sum(sources(l:i))-ave; %ADD ALL ERRORS relative to the average
end
end
INLMAX=max([max(INL); -min(INL)])
compare=.5*ones(I,checks);
comp..res=INLMAX(=compare;
Perc....av(percentagetimes)=sum(comp..res)*100./checks;
end
Perc_ok(k) =sum(Perc....av). / percentagetimes
end
k=I:length(sigma);
plot(sigma(k) ,Pere-ok)
**********************************************

1.2 File 2

With the previous file (J" was determined. Now with the wanted current and
known (J", Wand L can be calculated for given VgB - vt.

**********************************************
%berekening van W en L voor 0.18mu proces
1=20/(4096-1); %20mA/1024 (10 bit)Tox=7.4e-3; %umeter
epsilonox=34.5e-18; %Ffum
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%gate voltage of the current source
%gate voltage of the cascode

%logic "high" of a switch
%drain voltage of the current source

%drain voltage of the cascode
%draivoltage of the switch

%thresshold voltage of the transistors

mu=528.8985e5j %um'2/mV/sec
nu=.6666j %correction factor for wrong Beta
K=291.3e-9 %Beta
sigma=0.0025j %this is a factor so 0.0025=0.25% (for 12 bit)
Ab2=1.6·2j %process parameter Ab'2
Avt2=49j %process parameter Avt A 2
vt=440j %threshold voltage of the process
vgt=1:1000j %range of Vgt that needs to be calculated
w=sqrt((I*Ab2./(100.·2.*vgt. '2) + 4*1*Avt2./vgt.·4)./(2*K*sigma. '2))

%W for given parameters
l=sqrt(K./ (2*I*sigma. ·2)*(Ab2*vgt. '2/100.'2 + 4*Avt2))

%L for given parameters
wl=Ab2./(100. ·2*2*sigma. '2) + 4*Avt2*100. '2./ (vgt. '2*(100. A2*2*sigma. '2))j

%Area for given parameters
plot ((vgt+vt)./1000,w)
hold on
plot ((vgt+vt)./1000,1)
grid on
axis ([vt/1000 1.4 0 50])
hold off
Icalc=K.*w.*(vgt).·2./I; %Extra check if desired current is ok, given in rnA
**********************************************

1.3 File 3

When the output cell is built up with a cascode the following program can be
used to verify if everything is in saturation, bulk effects have been neglected.
Just fill in the first 7 numbers and the results should all be negative for satura
tion.

**********************************************
vg1=1.24
vg2=1.8
vg4=1.36
vd1=.799
vd2=1.3
vd4=1.l8
vt=.44
vsatl=vg1-vt-vd1
vsat2=vg2-vt-vd2
vsat4=vg4-vt-vd4
**********************************************
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1.4 File 4

The SFDR for several output signals.

**********************************************
f= [le6 2e6 5e6 10e6 20e6 50e6 100e6]; %measured frequencies
real=[73.69 71.68 68.01 63.4457.7652.6060.13]; %SFDR of the real output
SandH=[74.24 74.25 74.26 74.28 73.99 74.21 74.88];%SFDR of the S&H output
ideal=[ 84.32 84.07 75.75 72.83]; %SFDR of the Ideal folder output
delay=[ 81.2678.1770.7282.32]; %SFDR of the ideal folder with delayed
latches
semilogx(f,real, 'kd-.' ,'linewidth' ,1)
hold on
semilogx(f,SandH, 'kv-', 'linewidth',1)
semilogx(f(4:7) ,ideal, 'ko-', 'linewidth',1)
semilogx(f(4:7) ,delay,'k*-', 'linewidth' ,1)
grid on
legend('real output ','after S&H', 'ideal folder' ,'ideal with latch-delay' ,3)
xlabel('inputfrequency (Hz) ')
ylabel('SFDR (dB)')
hold off
**********************************************

2 Adjusted AHDL files

These AHDL files are used with Spectre-Verilog. The standard files with Cadance
are either have the wrong number of bits or are not correct.

2.1 CCCS

At the arrow the parameter is 0 in the original file and therefore the CCCS
doesn't work.

**********************************************
'include" discipline.h"
'include" constants.h"

I I $Date: 1997/08/2805:46:21 $
I I $Revision: 1.1 $
II
II
I I Based on the OVI Verilog-A Language Reference Manual, version 1.0 1996
II
II
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11---
I I cccslldl
II
I I - current controlled current source

II
I I iouLp,iout..n: controlled current terminals [V,A]
I I iin_p,iin..n: controlling current terminals [V,A]

II
I I INSTANCE parameters
I I gain = current gain 0
II
I I MODEL parameters
I I none
II

module cccslldl(iouLp, iout..n, iin_p, iin..n);
input iin_p, iin..n;
output iouLp, iout..n;
electrical iouLp, iout..n, iin_p, iin..n;
parameter real gain = 1;

analog
I(iouLp, iout..n) (+ gain*I(iin_p, iin..n);

endmodule
**********************************************

2.2 Ideal ADC

The ADC that comes with Cadance is only 8 bit, to adjust the number of bits
changes have to be made to the file. The changes are not too difficult and are
indicated with the arrows. The texts behind I I do not have to be changed but
the keep everything clear it is better to change them.

**********************************************
I I VerilogA for DAC_parts, adc12bJdeal, veriloga

'include" constants.h"
'include" discipline.h"

I I $Date: 2001/08/13 18:30:32 $
I I $Revision: 1.1 $
II
II

4
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I I Based on the OVI Verilog-A Language Reference Manual, version 1.0 1996

II
II
11----
II adc12bitideal f-change the name

II
I I - Ideal 12 bit analog to digital converter f- change the name

II
I I yin: [V,A]
I I velk: [V,A]
I I vdO..vdll: data output terminals [V,A] f-change the output terminals

II
I I INSTANCE parameters
I I tdel, trise, tfall = usual [s]
I I vlogic..high = [V]
I I vlogicJow = [V]
I I vtrans_elk = elk high to low transition voltage [V]
I I vref = voltage that voltage is done with respect to [V]

II
I I MODEL parameters
I I none
II
I I This model is ideal in the sense that there is no mismatch modeled.

II

module adc12bitideal(vdll,vdlO,vd9,vd8,vd7,vd6,vd5, vd4, vd3, vd2, vd1, vdO,
yin, velk); f-change the name and add/rem. output nodes
electrical vdll,vd10,vd9,vd8,vd7,vd6,vd5, vd4, vd3, vd2, vd1, vdO, yin, velk;

f- add/rem. inputput nodes
parameter real trise = 0 from (O:inf);
parameter real tfall = 0 from (O:inf);
parameter real tdel = 0 from [O:inf);
parameter real vlogic..high = 5;
parameter real vlogicJow = 0;
parameter real vtrans_elk = 2.5;
parameter real vref = 1.0;

'define NUM_ADC_BITS 12
real unconverted;
real halfref;

real vd[0:'NUM_ADCJHTS-1];
integer i;

analog begin
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@ ( initial...step ) begin
halfref = vref I 2;
end

@ (cross(V(vclk) 7 vtrans-clk, 1.0)) begin
unconverted = V(vin);
for (i = ('NUM_ADCJ3ITS-1); i )= 0 ; i = i-I) begin
vd[i] = 0;
if (unconverted) halfref) begin
vd[i] = vlogiclligh;
unconverted = unconverted - halfref;
end else begin
vd[i] = vlogicJow;
end
unconverted = unconverted * 2;
end
end

II
I I assign the outputs
II

V(vdll) (+ transition( vd[ll], tdel, trise, tfall );
V(vdlO) (+ transition( vd[lO], tdel, trise, tfall );
V(vd9) (+ transition( vd[9], tdel, trise, tfall );
V(vd8) (+ transition( vd[8], tdel, trise, tfall );
V(vd8) (+ transition( vd[8], tdel, trise, tfall );
V(vd7) (+ transition( vd[7], tdel, trise, tfall );
V(vd6) (+ transition( vd[6], tdel, trise, tfall );
V(vd5) (+ transition( vd[5], tdel, trise, tfall );
V(vd4) (+ transition( vd[4], tdel, trise, tfall );
V(vd3) (+ transition( vd[3], tdel, trise, tfall );
V(vd2) (+ transition( vd[2], tdel, trise, tfall );
V(vd1) (+ transition( vd[l], tdel, trise, tfall );
V(vdO) (+ transition( vd[O], tdel, trise, tfall );

'undef NUM_ADCJ3ITS
end
endmodule
**********************************************
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2.3 Ideal DAC

To see the difference between an ideal DAC and the own DAC the ideal 8 bit
DAC from Cadance has to be changed. The changes are not too difficult and
are indicated with the arrows. The texts behind II do not have to be changed
but the keep everything clear it is better to change them.

**********************************************
'include" discipline.h"
'include" constants.h"

I I $Date: 1997/08/28 05:54:36 $
I I $Revision: 1.1 $
II
II

11----
I I dac12bitJdeal t-change the name

II
I1- 12 bit digital analog converter t-change the name

II
I I vdO..vdll: data inputs [V,A] f-change the input nodes
I I vout: [V,A]
II
I I INSTANCE parameters
I I vref = reference voltage that conversion is with respect to [V]
I I vtrans = transition voltage between logic high and low [V]
I I tdel,trise,tfall = usual [s]
II
I I MODEL parameters
I I none

module dac_12bitJdeal (vdll, vdlO, vd9, vd8, vd7, vd6, vd5, vd4, vd3, vd2,
vd1, vdO, vout); f-change name and add/rem. input nodes
electrical vdll, vdlO, vd9, vd8, vd7, vd6, vd5, vd4, vd3, vd2, vd1, vdO, voutj

f- add/rem. input nodes
parameter real vref = 1 from [O:inf);
parameter real trise = 0 from (O:inf);
parameter real tfall = 0 from (O:inf);
parameter real tdel = 0 from [O:inf);
parameter real vtrans = 2.5;

real out-scaled; I I output scaled as fraction of 4096
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analog begin
out-scaled = OJ
out-scaled = out-scaled + ((V(vdll) ) vtrans) ?2048:0);t-add/rem. inp. nodes
out-scaled = out-scaled + ((V(vd10) ) vtrans) ?1024:0);t-add/rem. inp. nodes
out-scaled = out-scaled + ((V(vd9) ) vtrans) ? 512 :O);t-add/rem. inp. nodes
out-scaled = ouUcaled + ((V(vd8) ) vtrans) ? 256 :O)jt-add/rem. inp. nodes
out-scaled = out-scaled + ((V(vd7) ) vtrans) ? 128 :O)jt-add/rem. inp. nodes
ouUcaled = out-scaled + ((V(vd6) ) vtrans) ? 64 : 0); t-add/rem. inp. nodes
out-scaled = out-scaled + ((V(vd5) ) vtrans) ? 32 : 0); t-add/rem. inp. nodes
out-scaled = out-scaled + ((V(vd4) ) vtrans) ? 16 : 0); t-add/rem. inp. nodes
out-scaled = out-scaled + ((V(vd3) ) vtrans) ? 8 : 0); t-add/rem. inp. nodes
out-scaled = ouUcaled + ((V(vd2) ) vtrans) ? 4 : 0); t-add/rem. inp. nodes
out-scaled = out-scaled + ((V(vd1) ) vtrans) ? 2 : 0); t-add/rem. inp. nodes
out-scaled = out-scaled + ((V(vdO) ) vtrans) ? 1 : 0); t-add/rem. inp. nodes
V(vout) (+ transition( vref*ouUcaled/4096, tdel, trise, tfall); t-ch. number
end
endmodule
**********************************************

3 Cadance schematics

In cadance several circuits have been simulated. Here they will be presented
and explained.

3.1 Impedance

In fig. 1 the circuits of the regulated and normal cascode have been plotted.
This schematic was used to increase the impedance of the output cells. The
transistors immediately attached to V2 and V13 are the conducting switches.
The other switches have been neglected because they do not conduct any cur
rent. Increasing the L of the cascode will increase the impedance, unfortunately
W has to be increased too to conduct the current. Increasing W lowers the most
significant pole. The cascode covers the large capacitance of the current source
and therefore it should always be in the circuit. In the case of the regulated
cascode there is an extra current source in the circuit. Because this current
source is ideal the results will be better then with a PMOS transistor as a cur
rent source. The circuit on top is to set the bias voltage for the current sources.
This is easier then a normal voltage source because now only the current source
has to be adjusted to the required current.

All the extra capacitances that are in the circuit were used to see the influ
ence of them on the poles and zeros. They are not required for proper function
ing of the output cells.
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Figure 1: Schematic used to simulate, to see the impedance of the circuit of the
regulated (left) and normal (right) cascode. The circuit on top is to set the bias
voltage for the current sources.
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3.2 Differential pair latch
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Figure 2: Simulation setup for the latch built up with differential pairs

In fig. 2 the circuit for the simulation of the first latch has been plotted. The
input and output nodes on the latch speak for itself.

In fig. 3 the circuit of the latch is plotted. The latch is built up with dif
ferential pairs. The controlling voltages of the clock-transistors and the data
transistors should be chosen so that all transistors stay in saturation.

3.3 Inverter latch

In fig. 4 the circuit for the simulation of the first latch has been plotted. The
input and output nodes on the latch speak for itself. The output cell that is
in there will be discussed later, it a an output cell that is also used in the
total DAC. The circuit on top is without a latch, this is to see the differences
between the different input signals of the output cell. The lower voltage of the
input signals of the latch can be raised to get smaller glitches in the output
current of the output cells.

In fig. 5 the circuit of the latch is plotted. On the right the DC voltage source
is placed for the DC offset of the latch. Changing the sizes of the WPMOS en
LPMOS will change the position of the crossing point. If the lower voltage is
too close to Vdd then the latch will not work anymore. If the latch still functions
but at a reduced operating voltage then the range of the position of the crossing
point is limited.
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Figure 4: Simulation setup for the latch built up with inverters. And ideal input
signals for the output cell to compare the output current.
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3.4 Total DAC

In fig. 6 the circuit of the total DAC is plotted. From left to right: an ideal ADC
to generate the digital code. Behind the ADC a decoder and on the bottom
inverters to equally delay the binary signal. Then two latch arrays have been
placed followed by the output cells.

3.4.1 Decoder

In fig. 7 the circuit of the decoder is plotted. The decoder consists of a row and
column decoder and the decoders of the individual output cells. These decoders
have been plotted in fig. 8, fig. 9 and fig. 10. These plots speak for themselves.

3.4.2 Latches

In both fig. 11 and fig. 12 latch arrays have been plotted. The latches used are
ideal and their rise and fall time can be set. There is a delay possible too but
unfortunately it is for both the output signals so the crossing point can not be
adjusted with this configuration. Probably the AHDL file can be changed so
that the crossing point can change. This has not yet been investigated.

3.4.3 output cells

In fig. 13 and fig. 15 the output cell arrays of the thermometer and binary part
have been plotted. In the thermometer array all the output cells are the same
(fig. 14). For the binary part the MSB output cells is the top one. The LSB is
on the bottom (fig. 16-fig. 21). The numbers between [square] brackets indicate
that there are that many transistors in parallel. The cascode has a term "WEE"
can be 0.28 but the impedance will increase for higher values.
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Figure 7: Inside the decoder, left: the row decoder, top: the column decoder, bottom
right: the -decoders for the individual outM?t cells
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Figure 12: Array of ideal latches for the binary part
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